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Abstract

In this paper, an approach to continuous speech recognition based on a two-layer lexical tree is proposed. The search network is maintained by the two-layer lexical tree, in which the first layer reflects the word net and the phone net while the second layer the dynamic programming (DP). Because the acoustic information is tied in the second layer, the memory cost is so small that it has the ability to process some complicated applications, such as the use of cross-word context-dependent (CD) triphone models, the Chinese fuzzy syllable mapping and the pronunciation modeling. The search algorithm based on the two-layer lexical tree is also proposed, which is derived from the token-passing algorithm. Finally, an implementation of the two-layer lexical tree using the cross-word context-dependent triphone models is presented, and the experimental results show that the highly efficient decoding can be achieved without too much memory cost.

1. Introduction

A statistical method based speech recognition system is often composed of some essential parts: a Hidden Markov Model (HMM), a pronunciation dictionary, a search network and a language model, and the searching algorithm is also one of the key points. To construct a perfect recognition system, it is important to optimize the search algorithm in order to combine each component efficiently.

Recently, the lexical tree is used as the search network to reduce the search effort in many large vocabulary continuous speech recognizers [1]. The larger the vocabulary, the bigger improvement can we achieve. But the traditional lexical tree meets many difficulties in some new applications, for example:

First, the cross-word CD triphone models are widely used because of their good performance in modeling the co-articulation. However, the use of the cross-word CD triphone models with a static lexical tree results in a tremendous memory cost of the static lexical tree. Furthermore, the complete word conditioned lexical tree [2] becomes much bigger after integrating the language model. In some existing systems, the lexical tree has a great number of start nodes and end nodes with multiple looping-back re-entrant arcs [3][4].

Second, the Chinese fuzzy syllable set has been applied in a lot of Chinese recognition systems [5] in order to improve the robustness of processing many kinds of regional accents. In the fuzzy syllable set, many whole syllables need be mapped to other syllables, e.g. “zhǐ→ǐ”, “guó→gui”. For the lexical tree based on the CD triphone models, every fuzzy syllable in a word need expand at least one new branch. Therefore, the static lexical tree with many word influenced by the fuzzy syllable set trends to be more complicated and redundant.

Third, the research on the pronunciation variation modeling tends to be more and more important in speech recognition [6]. In Chinese speech recognition system, syllables, semi-syllables and phonemes are usually taken as the units for the pronunciation variation modeling. The similar difficulties will be met, that the memory cost of the static lexical tree grows too fast to accept when even only one syllable of every word has multiple pronunciation variations.

In the literature, a novel two-layer lexical tree is proposed to solve these problems. The traditional one-layer prefix lexical tree is designed as the first layer without being modified, and other information is integrated into the second layer. Because the information of the same recognition unit in different words is tied into one shared unit in the second layer, the memory cost is very small. It is widely understood that the organization of the search space for the dynamic programming is a key factor, so the two-layer lexical tree search will be efficient. Another advantage of the two-layer lexical tree is the good compatibility. The task of integrating the two-layer lexical tree into a new system is only to construct the second layer with a small effort easily.

The search algorithm based on the two-layer lexical tree is also presented in this paper, which is similar to the token-passing algorithm [7], a successful time-synchronous search algorithm. After combining with the language model, the search algorithm works very well in the large vocabulary Chinese speech recognition.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the framework of the two-layer lexical tree is given. In Section 3, the beam search algorithm based on the two-layer lexical tree is presented. In Section 4, we describe in detail the implementation of the two-layer lexical tree beam search to cope with the cross-word CD triphone models. Finally, some experiment results are given in Section 5 and conclusions are given in Section 6.

2. Two-layer lexical tree structure

For large vocabulary speech recognition, it is a very attractive idea to organize the pronunciation lexicon as a prefix tree [8]. In the lexical tree, all word beginnings are described as shared prefixes, which can reduce the search space greatly. Though a hypothesized word is only known when a leaf of the lexical prefix tree is reached, the look-ahead techniques [9] can shorten this gap effectively.

The search network can be sliced into three layers: the word net layer, the phone net layer and the DP net layer according to different knowledge sources [10]. The word net layer keeps the grammar constraints and specifications from the language model. The phone net layer keeps the phonetic lexicon graph.
and so on. The DP net layer is based on the integration of all knowledge sources. The basic idea in this paper is adopting a two-layer lexical tree to maintain the three layers search network, where the first layer reflects the work net and the phone net while the second layer only influences the DP net.

![Figure 1. The two-layer lexical tree diagram](image)

(A leaf node in the first layer contains the information of a word, i.e., the phone sequence from the root node to its parent node.)

The first layer of the lexical tree is independent of the acoustic model and does not carry any time information, deriving from the traditional prefix lexical tree based on the phoneme, the modification is replacing the acoustic model pointers with the pointers pointing to the shared units in the second layer. The second layer of the lexical tree reflects the DP net, so it need include a great deal of complicated information that has not been reflected in the first layer. The data structure of the second layer is an array of shared units, where every phoneme in the first layer corresponds to one and only one shared unit in which the model information and context information for the phoneme is shared. Because the information of the same phoneme in different words is tied into one shared unit, the memory cost of the second layer is very small. The framework of the two-layer lexical tree is illustrated in Figure 1.

The main task of the second layer is to construct the shared units which need to include some parallel arcs, indicating the propagating routes in the DP net of the two-layer lexical tree based search algorithm. In this paper, a route corresponds to one arc in the token. Four fields are assigned to an arc to memorize the arc information. The first field is an HMM pointer which records the acoustic model information. The second is the arc penalty that will be added to the score kept in the route traveling along the arc. The last two are one entry identity (ENID) and one exit identity (EXID), which are used in the search algorithm to indicate the left CD and right CD properties of the arc. If the acoustic model is a CD triphone model, the left and central phoneme identities are stored in the ENID while the central and right phoneme in the EXID. Otherwise, the ENID and EXID may be neglected.

The construction of the two-layer lexical tree is simple. Because the traditional lexical tree based on the phone can be converted into the first layer simply and the second layer is an array of shared units, the main task is to build a shared unit for each triphone model in the first layer of the lexical tree. We proceed as follows:

- Take the original triphone model as the first arc of the shared unit.
- Consider the variation of the central phoneme and insert a new arc that is made up of the left and right CD phoneme as well as the central phoneme variation.
- Consider the variation of the left CD phoneme and copy all the established arcs and replace the left CD phoneme with the variation.
- Consider the variation of the right CD phoneme and copy all the established arcs and replace the right CD phoneme with the variation.

Afterwards, the built shared unit in the second layer contains several arcs corresponding to all possible model variations of the triphone model. To clarify, a route is used in the search procedure to remember the current traveling status in an arc.

### 3. Search algorithm

In our approach, the framework of the two-layer lexical tree is still a pronunciation prefix tree, but the second-layer is separated, i.e. they are not integrated altogether in a single search-graph. Therefore, a modified search algorithm is needed.

Basically, we still use a time-synchronous beam search algorithm based on the token-passing algorithm. The token still accumulates the observation scores and refers to the traceback information. But instead of having only one route with a model pointer and an acoustic score, multiple routes are needed to incorporate the information in the second layer. The number of routes in a token is equal to the number of arcs in the token traveling shared unit.

The search scheme can be split into three steps according to the word net layer and the phone net layer. To formulate the dynamic programming approach, we define the following two quantities:
In this paper, the two-layer lexical tree beam search has been used to process the cross-word CD triphone models only and the implementation will be introduced in this section. The use of the lexical tree structure for the fuzzy syllable mapping and pronunciation modeling is not covered yet the integrating is limited to the second layer as well.

4.1. Speech recognition unit (SRU)

The Initial/Final (IF) structure is a particular characteristic of Chinese syllables. Mostly each Chinese syllable is consisting of an Initial and a Final, while some of them have only the Final part. The basic SRU set of our system is an extended Initial/Final (XIF) set with 27 Initials and 38 Finals, where 6 zero-Initials are added. The XIF set is showed in Table 1. The CD XIF model is adopted as the acoustic model in the system.

Table 1: The Extended Initial/Final Set

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Unit list</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Initial</td>
<td>(27) b, p, m, f, d, t, l, g, k, j, q, x, zh, ch, sh, z, c, s, r, a, o, e, i, u, y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final</td>
<td>(38) a, ai, an, ang, ao, e, i, en, en, er, o, ong, ou, i, 1, i2, ia, ian, iang, iao, ie, in, ing, iong, iou, u, ua, uai, uan, uang, wei, uen, ueng, io, o, v, van, ve, vn</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Two-layer lexical tree

The first layer of the lexical tree maintains the framework, in which each node denotes a CD XIF unit with the between-node links to describe the node relationship and a corresponding shared unit in the second layer to specify the acoustic model information. An Initial node and a Final node are added to the first-layer to form the looping back re-entrant arc.

The second layer is an array of shared units. In our system, one word is consisting of a right-side CD XIF, some two-side CD XIF and a left-side CD XIF. To describe the information of the cross-word context-dependent models in the second-layer, the shared unit corresponding to the right CD XIF contains multiple arcs which cover all possible CD XIFS whose mid-part and right-part are same as the right CD XIF, likewise, the shared unit corresponding to the left CD XIF contains multiple arcs which cover all possible CD XIFS whose mid-part and left-part are same as the left CD XIF. If the pronunciation variation need not be considered, the shared unit corresponding to the CD XIF in the mid-part of a word only contains one arc.

4.3. Route pruning

Because the number of arcs in the shared unit may be large, the route pruning can be used to reduce the size of search effort without significantly increasing the word error rate. During the acoustic recognition process, only the most likely route in a shared unit hypotheses has to be retained at every time frame \( t \). Therefore, we have to determine the score of the best route as follows.

\[
R_{\text{opt}}(t) = \max_{s,s',\sigma} Q^{\text{opt}}(t, s_{s'})
\]
\[ Q_p(t, s^t) < f_{ROUTE} \cdot R_p(t)_{\text{max}} \] (8)

5. Experiments

All experiments are based on a Mandarin dictation system, named Easytalk. Both the training and testing sets are taken from the “863” assessment [5], which contains 80 speakers’ data and 520 utterances are available for each speaker. All the recorded materials are obtained in a low noise environment through a close-talk noise-canceling microphone at 16 kHz sampling frequency. 42-dimensional features are used for recognition. Each feature vector is made up of 13-dimensional MFCC and 1-dimensional log energy, their auto-regressive coefficients, and the 1st order derivatives of the auto-regressive coefficients. The CD XIFs are taken as the SRUs, with each modeled by a three-state HMM using HTK [12]. The training corpus includes about 36,400 utterances from 70 males. Testing Set I includes 1,000 utterances from 2 males while Testing Set II 240 utterances from 6 males. A two-layer lexical tree constructed from the 50K-word vocabulary with an average 4.8 XIFs per word. The baseline search strategy is the intra-word CD XIF model search strategy in which each shared unit of the two-layer lexical tree includes only one route with the phoneme variation not considered.

Table 2: Comparison on performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-word search strategy</th>
<th>Cross-word search strategy</th>
<th>Word error reduction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Testing Set I</td>
<td>78.1%</td>
<td>92.3%</td>
<td>64.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testing Set II</td>
<td>74.5%</td>
<td>88.5%</td>
<td>54.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We compare the two-layer lexical tree based cross-word CD XIF model search strategy with the baseline strategy. The experiment results given in Table 2 show that the average word error rates can be reduced by approximately 60%.

Table 3: Comparison on memory cost

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intra-word search strategy</th>
<th>Cross-word search strategy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First layer</td>
<td>1.86MB</td>
<td>1.86MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second layer</td>
<td>0.31MB</td>
<td>0.46MB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP</td>
<td>4MB</td>
<td>12MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Table 3, we can see that the memory cost of the static two-layer lexical tree is very small, and the peak DP search space memory usage is also small for a 50K-word vocabulary continuous speech recognition system. The memory cost of the second layer can be neglected compared with the first layer memory usage. The time consumed in the cross-word CD XIF model search strategy is four times of that used in the intra-word CD XIF model search strategy without the route pruning. However, the cross-word CD XIF model search strategy becomes very efficient with the route pruning.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, a two-layer lexical tree based beam search for the large vocabulary speech recognition is presented. The two-layer lexical tree maintains the whole search network. The first layer of the lexical tree reflects the word net and the phone net while the second layer the DP net. Because the information of the same recognition unit in different words is tied into one shared unit in the second layer, the memory cost is so small that it has the ability to process some complicated applications, such as the use of cross-word CD triphone models, the Chinese fuzzy syllable mapping and the pronunciation modeling with small effort to construct the second layer. The two-layer lexical tree has the good compatibility, which can be integrated into a new system with a small effort. Finally, an implementation of the two-layer lexical tree using the cross-word CD triphone model is presented, and the experimental results prove that the search strategy can achieve high efficiency and good performance without too much memory cost.
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